


Guided Tour of the "Cannon '95" Poster Calendar

(position the four blocks of text over the months… and look around. Enjoy your tour!)

First Quarter

Welcome, folks: you have landed in Old Egypt!

As the guide on the right is saying to the tourists

"…modern art is going to change the look of the

country." Only God - sorry, Ra - knows where

we will end with these architects!
Modern construction enjoy the use of lighter,

stiffer materials: obelisks and pyramids are now

built with PUR rigid foam. The workers erecting

them like it so much! In their free time now they

jog and swim, too. (right)

Do you remember when obelisks were cut from

hard-rock? What a hell of a job! Look now what
a good foam-cutter can do. Fecken-Kirfel, are

you there? Get some ideas for the future!

(below)

Second Quarter

Ah, the good old times when the whip was the

only fringe benefit! Now workers are lazy -

they've opened the borders here to Italians,

British and Americans, you know! - and people

relax, since the new machines do all the work!
(above)

Take this monster, for instance: have you ever

seen blowing slabstock foams with liquid

Carbon Dioxide, a by product of the

fermentation of beer? Ah, the good old times,

when it was blown with Freon 11: will they ever

come back? (right)
Did you notice the way they operate the belt?

And the …revolutionary saw they use to cut the

blocks? These Vikings, what great inventions

they brought us! But, …how about the fumes?

What is BONO Sistemi doing? (right)

Third Quarter

The evolution continues, dear fellows!

Polyurethanes - in Old Egypt - are distilled in

modern refineries, where BONO boilers provide

the steam. Isocyanate and Polyol are then

shipped to the factories on fast sailboats. (left)
Egyptians invent the strips, but not for comics:

they use them to leave a permanent diary of their

times. Artists are paid to draw them on walls,

columns and ceilings. New chapters are painted

over the old ones. (left)

Mass production of statues can be achieved now

that fast-reacting PUR formulations are
available. New moulding equipment and

technology are invented every day at Afrositis.

Where is the limit to the progress? (below)

Fourth Quarter

The Royal family inspects the construction of
the new pyramid. Royal engineers proudly show

their plans. Royal dogs are walked by a couple

of high rank dignitaries … who look a bit like

the painter Risso and his wife. (above, left)

Please admire the wonder of the Thermoformer:

a multi-station linear plant, where high-quality

coffins are produced at cycle times once

unthinkable of! But decoration, thanks Heavens,
still is a manual art! (left)

"Future lies on God's knees" the Greek will say

in a few centuries: how do we know this? Wait

and see next year's calendar: you will

understand!

Have a good '95, by now!
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